Digital control options for adjustable beds
Adjust the bed with a mobile device

LINAK.COM/HOMELINE

Join our digital journey

It is a fact that nowadays your smartphone acts as the remote to your
life. So why not let your customers use it to adjust their bed as well?

Following this trend, we not only offer wireless hand controls but also
digital solutions, enabling you to adjust your comfort bed via a mobile
device. All based on Bluetooth® wireless technology.

Explore three different options

We offer three different digital control options for adjustable comfort
beds. However, the best solution for you depends on your circumstances
and your needs. We have a free option available now, one where an
app can reflect your brand in only three steps, and the last option
where you can completely tailor an app.

Product
LINAK® Standard
Bed Control App

Are you ready to offer your customers a digital control option?
Whatever your needs, we have a solution for you.

Choose this if...
- you want to offer a digital control option that is free
and available in app stores today.
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Customisation of
the Bed Control App

- you want to offer a digital control option that reflects
your brand. It has to be easy and at a minimal cost.
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LINAK® Software
Development Kit
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- you want to offer a tailored digital control option that
reflects your brand. It has to have other functionalities
than the Bed Control App as well as a different layout
and interface.

The Standard Bed Control App
Free app solution - always up-to-date

The Standard LINAK® Bed Control App is free and available in the
app stores today. We continuously keep the app updated with all
the latest functionalities.

This app is perfect for those who want to offer a digital control
option for comfort beds. It is easy to install, pair, and to use.

Bed Control App functionalities

Independently operate two
beds and control the right
and/or left side of the bed
Select back, leg, foot
or neck

Simultaneous Drive

Adjust up or down
Turn Under Bed Light on/off

4 favourite positions:
(if supported by the product)
Massage:
(if supported by the product)

More includes:
Reset to factory default
Alarm:
Wake-up to favourite position
and/or massage

Troubleshooting guide
Automatic drive (on favourite positions)
Multiple languages

The Standard Bed Control App
Everything made easy with intuitive user interface

The Bed Control App is simplified in a way that means the
functionalities are highlighted and nothing unnecessary is
included. This improves user-friendliness.
As if that was not enough, the app initiates by presenting two
things: an easy guide on how to pair the product with your phone

and a simple onboarding flow where you choose the number of
motors in your bed and whether you have massage or not.
The interface in the Bed Control App will adapt according to
these choices and include memory positions depending on the
connected products.

Examples of different options
depending on the product:

User interface for
TWINDRIVE® standard
dual actuator systems

User interface for
TWINDRIVE® advanced
dual actuator systems

Do you want to try the Bed Control App?
Download the Bed Control App for both iOS
and Android. Just look for the icon in the
Apple® App and Google® Play store*.
* Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.,registered in the U.S. and other countries.
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

The customised Bed Control App
Everything made easy with intuitive user interface

Customising the Standard Bed Control App is for those who
wish to offer a digital control option that maintains brand
awareness with their customers. Most importantly, it has to be
as easy as possible.
3 simple steps:
• Logo
• Colour
• Links

Logo

In three simple steps you can offer a digital control option with
high brand visibility. To make an app reflect your brand, simply
choose a logo, a background and two links.

The customised Bed Control App
Create brand awareness with logo and colour

Increase brand awareness with your customer by simply
changing the background colour of the app and choosing a logo
for the splash screen and the top left corner in the app. The
graphics in the app remains white.

The first thing you see is
the splash screen. Show
your brand here.

Align the visual identity of the Bed Control App with, for
instance, a specific product line, to make it crystal clear who is
responsible for the comfort experienced by the user. Whether
you want a company logo or a specific product line or brand the choice is yours.

Change the logo in the top left
corner of the control page. Ensure
constant brand visibility.

Change the background
colour of the app.

The customised Bed Control App
Guide your customer to your chosen sites using links

Change the links in subpages under Settings. In About there are
two sections: Product information and Support. Here you can
choose what exactly to link to.

The sky is the limit to what you can guide your customers to
with these titles. Lead them to support, your corporate website,
technical information or maybe even your webshop.

The LINAK® Software Development Kit
Design your own Bed Control App to meet customer needs

LINAK Software Development Kit (SDK) is the solution for those
who want to tailor an app more than is possible with the simple
customisation of the Bed Control App.

The SDK allows you to develop your own app that suits your
exact range of beds and meets the needs of you users. All you
need is a good idea and an app developer to use the kit –
LINAK delivers the base. We offer 2 different platforms for
comfort beds: iOS and Android.

Software
Development Kit

The LINAK® Software Development Kit
Stand out with a unique app in LINAK quality

Create a unique app
Be able to develop your own app that suits your exact range of
beds and meets the needs of your users.

Get your own app in the app stores
Customers will be able to search your name or brand in the app
stores.

Save both time and money with the LINAK SDK
The LINAK SDK ensures that the connection between the app
and our products is tested.
In other words, when building an app for comfort beds equipped
with LINAK systems, you save both money and time by using the
LINAK SDK.

The LINAK® Software Development Kit
Add your own unique features

Does your range of beds have features other than the LINAK
Standard Bed Control App supports? Then you can use the SDK
to design an app that is tailored to your needs. i.e. you can use
the SDK to control beds with hi-lo, trend/anti-trend or push
notifications. What is more, when using the SDK it is possible to
create a completely different layout of the app.

Hi-lo:

Hi-lo

Trend/anti-trend

The entire bed moves up or down

Trend/anti-trend:

!

Tilt the angle of the bed

Make
your
own
graphics

Push notifications:
Get notifications on the smartphone

Your own graphics:
Be able to create a completely customised layout

Push notifications

And many more ….

Do you have a vision?
Please contact your local LINAK® office
for more information about the
LINAK Software Development Kit.

Graphics

Software
Development Kit

For further information, please visit our website:
LINAK.COM/HOMELINE

TERMS OF USE
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. LINAK takes great care in providing accurate and up-to-date information on its products. However, due to continuous development
in order to improve its products, LINAK products are subject to frequent modifications and changes without prior notice. Therefore, LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of said information on its products. While LINAK uses
its best efforts to fulfil orders, LINAK cannot, for the same reasons as mentioned above, guarantee the availability of any particular product. Therefore, LINAK reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed on its website
or listed in its catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK.

LINAK has a world-class sales and service organisation.
Today we are present in 35 countries all over the world.
For further information, please visit our website: LINAK.COM
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All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.

